
TRA 6158 Operations Management  
 Spring 2014 
 
Instructor: Dr. Rajesh Srivastava 
E-mail: rsrivast@fgcu.edu 
Office:  LH 3355 
Hours: Tuesday 3:00-6:00, Thursday 1:00-2:00, Friday 12:00-1:00 and by appointment, 

Voice/e-mail anytime. 
Phone:   Office:  239.590.7372  
 
Course Overview 
 
Operations Management is concerned with the productive use and rationalization of organizational 
resources to transform strategic inputs into goods and services central to the mission of the 
organization.  The vision of this course is to help each student improve his/her ability to manage an 
organization's operations.  In pursuit of this goal, the course exposes the student to a variety of 
processes, which are representative of operations management. All processes can be viewed as 
product, information, and cash flows and the focus will be on how these flows can be improved for 
better performance.  
 
TEXT: Managing Business Process Flows: Principles of Operations Management, Third Edition, 
2012, Prentice Hall. 
 
Course Scope and Objectives: 
 
The course is designed for students who plan to work as managers in organizations. It will also be 
of value to individuals who need to be able to understand and evaluate organizations from an 
external perspective, or who plan to start their own businesses. While manufacturing remains a vital 
part of our economy and whose growth and strength is needed to sustain a healthy growing 
economy, service companies now constitute the largest and fastest-growing segment of the 
economies of the U.S. and most developed countries. An increasingly important issue that must be 
factored into decision-making is globalization. Globalization has evolved beyond manufactured 
goods to include many services as well. In addition, most manufacturing companies encompass 
extensive service functions as well as production operations. Also, of course, services are major 
players on the Internet. Thus, it has become increasingly important for managers to understand the 
problems unique to designing, producing, marketing, and delivering products (including services). 
This course explores the specific tasks faced by operations managers. The impact of globalization 
on the organization’s operations, such as off-shoring is also discussed. However, the basics of 
operations management must be understood, particularly as a set of processes. We will discuss how 
operational issues link to the firm’s strategy, and what are the key levers for improving business 
process flows.  
 
 
 
 
Grading 



 
Class Participation:  10% 
Case Write-ups  30% 
Project write-up and  
presentation:   25% 
Exams:   35% 
 
Grading Scale:  A  >= 92   

A- 90-91 
B+  88-89 
B  82-87 
B- 80-81 
C  < 80 
F  < 60 
 

Class Participation 
 
One of the main qualities for an effective MBA is the ability to communicate his or her ideas 
clearly, logically, and enthusiastically. For discussions, I will generally call upon people on a 
partially random and partially rotating basis. It is not necessary to contribute in every class, 
although you should be ready if called upon. The best contributors do not speak in every class, but 
their contributions are truly insightful and persuasive. In evaluating class participation, I try to 
reward contributions that 1) get the discussion off to a productive start, 2) shape the discussion 
through the introduction or use of concepts or frameworks, 3) provide enlightening 
quantitative/qualitative analysis as appropriate, 4) help change direction when needed, and 5) 
reflect good listening to what others have said. Your participation will be formally   evaluated 
based on the following guidelines: 
Outstanding contributor: The person’s contributions reflect exceptional preparation, and the ideas 
offered are always substantive, and provide major insights and direction for the class. If this person 
were not a member of the class, the quality of discussions would be diminished significantly.  
Satisfactory Contributor: Generally well prepared, contributes positively to the discussion, 
attentive. 
Unsatisfactory contributor: Contribution in class reflects inadequate preparation. Ideas are seldom 
substantive, and provide few, if any, insights. Class comments are obvious, isolated from the main 
discussion or confusing to the class. 
 
Attendance 
 
This course requires co-production in each class if the service is to be effective. 
 
Group Work 
 
The case write-ups and project will done in groups (of two) and you need to turn in only one write-
up for each group for each case. The write-ups should normally be limited to 3-4 pages plus 
exhibits. They should be double-spaced, 12 point standard font, with normal margins. The page 
limit is a suggested maximum and you should aim to be concise and coherent. Clarity and good 



organization are very important. Evaluation will be based on creative generation of alternatives as 
well as careful analysis (quantitative and qualitative). The write-ups are due at the beginning of 
class.  
 
All submission material (that includes exams, cases, and projects) may be discussed with the 
instructor, or for group work with your group members. You shall not discuss the material 
with other students in the class. 
 
 
The detailed course outline follows. Please note that the cases in bold italic lettering are the four 
cases for which the write-ups are required. 
. 
NOTE: each week some Discussion Questions and/or Exercises will be assigned from the end of 
the chapter for class discussion. You must come prepared to class on these discussion 
questions/exercises. 
 
 
 
TENTATIVE COURSE OUTLINE AND DAILY ASSIGNMENTS – Spring 2014 
 
1/07  What is operations management? 

Preview: Course structure and goals, introductions.  
MBPF – Chapter 1 Products, Processes, and Performance 

 
 1/14   Operations Strategy and Management 
 MBPF – Chapter 2 
 Case: Shouldice Hospital  (Class discussion only) 

  
1/21 Process Flow Measures 
 MBPF – Chapter 3  

Case: H.R. Anna Company (Class Discussion only) 
 
 1/28 Flow Time Analysis 
 MBPF – Chapter 4 
 Case: CRU Computer Rental (Turn in) 
  
 
 2/04  Flow Rate and Capacity Analysis  
 MBPF – Chapter 5 
 Case: National Cranberry Cooperative (Turn in) 
 
2/11  Inventory Analysis 
 MBPF – Chapter 6 
 Case: Morrison Company (Class Discussion only) 
   
  



2/18  Inventory Analysis 
 MBPF – Chapter 6 
 Exam I. 
 
2/25 Managing Flow Variability: Safety Inventory 
 MBPF – Chapter 7 
 Case: Lucent Technologies:Provisioning and Postponement (Class Discussion Only) 
 
3/11 Managing Flow Variability: Safety Capacity 
 MBPF – Chapter 8 
 Case:.Delwarca Software  (Turn in) 
  
3/18 Managing Flow Variability: Process Control and Capability  
 MBPF – Chapter 9 
 Case: Quality Wireless A : Call center performance (Class Discussion only) 
  
3/25  Lean Operations 
 MBPF – Chapter 10 
 Article: Innovation versus Complexity: What is Too Much of a Good Thing (Discussion) 
 
4/01 Lean Operations 
 MBPF – Chapter 10 
 Case: Lean Transformation at Global Connect (Turn in) 
 
4/08 Theory of Constraints 

Case: Body Scans and Bottlenecks: Optimizing Hospital CT Process Flows (Class 
Discussion only)  

  
4/15 Exam II   
 : 
 
4/22 Project Presentations 
  
 
5/01  Project presentations 
 
 
Project Presentations 
 
Each group shall at the beginning of the course select one organization that it is familiar with. One 
or more members of the group should have access to that organization, including its processes, the 
ability to obtain information and gather data. At set dates, each group will be asked to make 20 
minute presentations each..  
 
 1. Describe the organization and its environment 
 . What are the products offered? Who are its customers? 



  What is the strategy adopted by the firm? 
   
2..        Identify and prioritize a few processes in the firm with significant leverage. Significant 

leverage implies that the process has a significant impact on the firm’s ability to perform its 
strategic role.  

3.       Select one of the processes and identify what this process should be able to do to well to 
support the strategic objectives. 

4.        What are the current capabilities of the process? How do they compare with the desired 
capabilities? 

5.         How is the process currently structured? Does this structure support the desired capabilities? 
6.       Improve the process. In the improvements clearly identify tools and/or concepts learned in 

classes that have been used. 
7.       Provide some ideas concerning implementation.  
 
Cases and articles: 
 
You will buy these from the Harvard Business Cases website. I will set up the process, and you will 

get these at a discount (approx.. 50%) 
 
General: 
 
You should not discuss your case analysis or share your work with other groups.   
 
Eagle mail (e-mail) will be used for special announcements; CANVAS will be used only to post 
cases, articles and other course materials not in the course package.  CANVAS  is not used to post 
grades – you must come to class to get your graded exams, cases, and other assignments. 
 
 
 
General:  
 
If you have questions about any of the material ask me in class, e-mail a question to me, or see me 
in my office.  Please follow the university guidelines regarding academic dishonesty and 
plagiarism.  
 
Academic Behavior Standards and Academic Dishonesty  
All students are expected to demonstrate honesty in their academic pursuits. The university policies 
regarding issues of honesty can be found in the FGCU Student Guidebook under the Student Code 
of Conduct and Policies and Procedures sections. All students are expected to study this document 
which outlines their responsibilities and consequences for violations of the policy. The FGCU 
Student Guidebook is available online at http://studentservices.fgcu.edu/judicialaffairs/new.html  
Disability Accommodations Services  
Florida Gulf Coast University, in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the 
university’s guiding principles, will provide classroom and academic accommodations to students 
with documented disabilities. If you need to request an accommodation in this class due to a 



disability, or you suspect that your academic performance is affected by a disability, please contact 
the Office of Adaptive Services. The Office of Adaptive Services is located in Howard Hall 137. 
The phone number is 239‐590‐7956 or TTY 239‐590‐7930  
Student Observance of Religious Holidays  
All students at Florida Gulf Coast University have a right to expect that the University will 
reasonably accommodate their religious observances, practices, and beliefs. Students, upon prior 
notification to their instructors, shall be excused from class or other scheduled academic activity to 
observe a religious holy day of their faith. Students shall be permitted a reasonable amount of time 
to make up the material or activities covered in their absence. Students shall not be penalized due to 
absence from class or other scheduled academic activity because of religious observances. Where 
practicable, major examinations, major assignments, and University ceremonies will not be 
scheduled on a major religious holy day. A student who is to be excused from class for a religious 
observance is not required to provide a second party certification of the reason for the absence.  
 
CANVAS Learning Management System and Demonstration Site  
Information on CANVAS  is available online at thethe FGCU website.  
 
Library Resources  
Main page: http://library.fgcu.edu/  
Tutorials & Handouts: http://library.fgcu.edu/RSD/Instruction/tutorials.htm  
Research Guides: http://fgcu.libguides.com/ 
Contact: http://library.fgcu.edu/LBS/about/contactus.htm 
 
 

. 
 


